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Abstract Background: Patients with amnestic mild cognitive impairment (MCI) demonstrate decline in every-
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day function. In this study, we investigated whether whole brain atrophy and apolipoprotein E (APOE)

genotype are associated with the rate of functional decline in MCI.

Methods: Participants were 164 healthy controls, 258 MCI patients, and 103 patients with mild Alz-

heimer’s disease (AD), enrolled in the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative. They underwent

brain MRI scans, APOE genotyping, and completed up to six biannual Functional Activities Question-

naire (FAQ) assessments. Random effects regressions were used to examine trajectories of decline in

FAQ across diagnostic groups, and to test the effects of ventricle-to-brain ratio (VBR) and APOE ge-

notype on FAQ decline among MCI patients.

Results: Rate of decline in FAQ among MCI patients was intermediate between that of controls and mild

AD patients. Patients with MCI who converted to mild AD declined faster than those who remained stable.

Among MCI patients, increased VBR and possession of any APOE 34 allele were associated with faster

rate of decline in FAQ. In addition, there was a significant VBR by APOE 34 interaction such that patients

who were APOE 34 positive and had increased atrophy experienced the fastest decline in FAQ.

Conclusions: Functional decline occurs in MCI, particularly among patients who progress to mild

AD. Brain atrophy and APOE 34 positivity are associated with such declines, and patients who

have elevated brain atrophy and are APOE 34 positive are at greatest risk of functional degradation.

These findings highlight the value of genetic and volumetric MRI information as predictors of func-

tional decline, and thus disease progression, in MCI.

� 2010 The Alzheimer’s Association. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There is a rapid expansion in the proportion of older adults

in most industrialized nations. In the United States, for
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example, the oldest-old (those aged R85 years) is presently

the fastest growing segment of the general population [1]. Al-

though many individuals remain independent in performance

of activities of daily living into old age, aging is often accom-

panied by physiological changes that can affect everyday

function [2,3]. Because preserved daily function is central

to autonomy and quality of life in old age, identifying

factors that predict functional decline among older adults,

particularly those with putative neurodegenerative disorders,

has become a clinical, scientific, and public health imperative

[4–6].

Although they do not invariably incur a diagnosis of Alz-

heimer’s disease (AD) or other dementias when monitored
served.
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longitudinally, persons with amnestic mild cognitive impair-

ment (MCI) are widely believed to be in the transitional stage

between normal aging and AD [7]. Accordingly, they have

been the focus of several clinical [8] and epidemiological

[9] studies aimed at understanding the dynamics of progres-

sion to AD. Interestingly, although diagnostic criteria for AD

require both impairment in cognition and decline in everyday

function [10,11], a review of the literature reveals a notable

disparity in the attention devoted to investigating the

correlates of these indices of incident AD. Specifically, in

contrast with advances in uncovering biomarkers of cognitive

decline among patients with MCI [12,13], relatively little

is known about the biomarkers of functional decline in

MCI. To our knowledge, only one study has examined

neuroanatomic correlates of everyday function in MCI

[14]. Moreover, the investigators used a pooled sample of

participants ranging from cognitively healthy to moderately

demented. Therefore, their findings are of questionable spec-

ificity to MCI. This situation represents a significant knowl-

edge gap because impairments in everyday function affect

the independence, psychological wellbeing, longevity, and

economic viability of older adults and their families, and is

a main reason for nursing home placement and eventual

loss of personal autonomy [4,15,16]. Notably, functional

restriction reliably predicts progression to AD among

patients with MCI [17,18].

In this study, we addressed this issue by examining the ef-

fects of whole brain atrophy and apolipoprotein E (APOE)

genotype on rate of decline in everyday functional abilities

among older adults with MCI. These biomarkers were chosen

because of their established association with incident demen-

tia in MCI [19,20]. We hypothesized that greater whole brain

atrophy will be associated with faster rate of functional

decline, and that possession of one or more copies of

APOE 34 allele (i.e., 32/34, 33/34, or 34/34) will be

associated with faster rate of functional decline.

Importantly, we expected to find a significant whole brain

atrophy by APOE 34 interaction, demonstrating that rate of

functional decline is steepest among persons who have

increased cerebral atrophy and are APOE 34 positive.

As a precondition for examining the effects of these bio-

markers on functional decline in MCI, we first established

that patients with MCI experience measurable functional de-

cline. Hence, we included cognitively-normal older adults

and patients with mild AD for comparative purposes.
2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Data for this article were obtained from the Alzheimer’s

Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI; http://www.

adni-info.org/). The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the Na-

tional Institute on Aging and other entities (see Acknowledg-

ments) as a 5-year public–private partnership, with the

overall aim of identifying clinical and biomarker measures
that provide the highest power for capturing longitudinal

change and predicting transitions across the AD spectrum

[21,22]. Our analyses included all participants—164

controls, 258 MCI patients, and 103 mild AD patients—

who had baseline data on the primary variables of interest

(i.e., total ventricular volume, whole brain volume, APOE
genotype, and a measure of everyday function) at the time

of data download (November, 2008). Diagnosis of

amnestic MCI was based on Petersen/Mayo criteria [7], op-

erationalized as memory complaints, objective memory diffi-

culties (established using education-specific cut scores on the

delayed recall trial of Story A from the Logical Memory test),

normal activities of daily living, global Clinical Dementia

Rating (CDR) score of 0.5, and Mini-Mental State Examina-

tion (MMSE) scores R24. Diagnosis of mild AD required

a global CDR of 0.5 or 1.0, MMSE scores between 20 and

26 (inclusive), and fulfillment of the NINCDS/ADRDA cri-

teria for probable AD. Participants were evaluated at 6-

month intervals over 2 (mild AD) or 3 (controls and MCI)

years. Informed consent was obtained from study partici-

pants and their families, and the study was approved by the

local institutional review board at each participating site.

2.2. Functional assessment

Everyday function was assessed with the Pfeffer Func-

tional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ) [23]. The FAQ is an

informant-report inventory that inquires into an older adult’s

ability to manage finances, complete forms, shop, perform

games of skill or hobbies, prepare hot beverages, prepare

a balanced meal, follow current events, attend to television

programs, books or magazines, remember appointments,

and travel out of the neighborhood. Ratings range from nor-

mal (0) to dependent (3) for a total of 30 points, with higher

scores indicating worse functional status.

2.3. MRI methods

Participants underwent high-resolution structural brain

MRI scans using 1.5T scanners from General Electric or

Siemens in accordance with standardized ADNI protocol

[22]. Raw 3D T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid

acquisition gradient echo images were downloaded from

the ADNI site by Dale et al. at the University of California,

San Diego. Using an extensive set of methods operational-

ized in FreeSurfer—a semi-automated, 3D whole-brain

segmentation/parcellation package (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.

harvard.edu/)—they obtained volumetric quantifications of

various neuroanatomical structures. The specific protocols

involved have been described elsewhere [24,25]. These

protocols yield measurements comparable to those obtained

through manual labeling and are sensitive to subtle cerebral

changes across the dementia spectrum [26,27]. The derived

anatomical volumes were subsequently uploaded to the

ADNI website for public access.

For the present analyses, the measures extracted from the

ADNI website were baseline total ventricular and whole

http://www.adni-info.org/
http://www.adni-info.org/
http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/)
http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/)
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brain volumes. Total ventricular volume is a composite mea-

sure encompassing all ventricles. Whole brain volume is

a summary measure of total brain parenchyma, including

the cerebrum, basal ganglia, diencephalon, and cerebellum.

It does not include the ventricles or other cerebrospinal fluid

spaces and is not equivalent to intracranial volume.

Ventricle-to-brain ratio (VBR), our index of whole brain at-

rophy, was computed as [(total ventricular volume/whole

brain volume)*100]. The VBR is a viable marker of disease

progression in AD [28], reliably discriminates demented el-

ders from their cognitively intact peers [29,30], and is more

sensitive to neuropsychological performance than either of

its components [31]. The decision to use VBR as the index

of cerebral atrophy was partly driven by the unavailability

of total intracranial volume, with the result that appropriate

corrections for interindividual variations in head size could

not be applied to either whole brain or total ventricular vol-

umes. Of note, the analyses reported here were repeated

with the uncorrected ventricular and whole brain volumes.

Results were substantively unchanged, with the VBR having

the most robust relationship with the FAQ.
2.4. APOE genotyping

EDTA blood samples were collected from participants

during their screening visit and sent to the ADNI Biomarker

Core at the University of Pennsylvania within 24 hours of

collection, where APOE genotyping was performed using

TaqMan assays, as described elsewhere [32].
2.5. Data analyses

Group differences on baseline demographic, clinical,

APOE 34, VBR, and FAQ variables were examined using

one-way analysis of variance or chi square/Fisher exact tests.

To establish that MCI patients experience functional decline,

we fitted a random effects regression [33] that modeled

change in FAQ scores as a function of baseline diagnostic

status. In addition, because at baseline there were group dif-

ferences in age, gender, education, and FAQ (Table 1), we in-

cluded all four variables and their respective interactions with

time in the model. To further adjust for any influence that var-

iations in baseline FAQ scores might have on rate of decline

on the FAQ, analyses were begun at the 6-month assessment

such that, at baseline, all participants were assigned an FAQ

score equal to the baseline FAQ grand mean [33].

To test the effects of VBR and APOE 34 on rate of change

in FAQ among patients with MCI, we fitted random effects

regressions that separately modeled change in FAQ as a func-

tion of baseline VBR (Model A), APOE 34 (Model B), and

VBR and APOE 34 (Model C). Age, baseline FAQ, and their

respective interactions with time were entered as covariates

to account for their potential effect on rate of change in

FAQ. In addition, for the reason stated previously, analyses

were begun at the 6-month assessment such that, at baseline,
all MCI patients were assigned an FAQ of 3.95, which was

their group mean at baseline (Table 1).

In these within-MCI random effects models, the primary

term of interest was the interaction between the substantive

variables and time, specifically VBR* time (Model A),

APOE 34*time (Model B), and APOE 34*VBR*time (Model

C). A significant VBR*time in Model A would indicate that

greater cerebral atrophy is associated with faster rate of de-

cline on the FAQ; a significant APOE 34*time in Model B

would indicate that possession of one or more copies of the

APOE 34 allele is associated with steeper rate of decline on

the FAQ; and finally a significant APOE 34*VBR*time in

Model C would demonstrate that VBR and APOE 34 exert

a synergistic effect on rate of functional decline such that

MCI patients who have increased cerebral atrophy and are

APOE 34 positive decline the fastest. All analyses were per-

formed using SPSS 16 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Only findings

with a 2-tailed P % .05 were considered significant.
3. Results

3.1. Baseline characteristics of study participants

At baseline MCI patients had worse MMSE and CDR-

global scores compared to controls. Also, they were younger,

had higher VBR and FAQ scores, and composed of propor-

tionately less women, more persons on anti-dementia medi-

cations, and more persons positive for APOE 34 than

controls. Patients with mild AD had worse MMSE, CDR-

global, VBR, and FAQ scores, fewer years of education,

and proportionately more persons on anti-dementia medica-

tions compared to controls and MCI patients. In addition,

they consisted of proportionately more women than MCI pa-

tients, and proportionately more APOE 34 positive persons

than controls (Table 1).

3.2. Longitudinal assessment and diagnostic outcome

On average, participants completed 4 study visits (range,

2–6). The variability in number of study visits completed is

primarily because participants were recruited in biannual co-

horts and on a rolling basis within each cohort. Random ef-

fects regression is uniquely capable of handling such

imbalance and reducing potential biases therefrom [33].

Over the course of the study, 82 MCI patients (31.8%) pro-

gressed to mild AD and 3 controls (1.8%) progressed to MCI.

3.3. Differential rate of change in FAQ across dementia
spectrum

Although controls experienced a biannual increase (i.e.,

worsening) of 0.13 point (SE 5 0.86, P 5 .879) in FAQ, pa-

tients with MCI experienced an increase of 1.35 points (SE 5

0.16, P , .001), and mild AD patients experienced an in-

crease of 2.12 points (SE 5 0.26, P , .001). These grada-

tions indicate that MCI patients experience functional

decline that is intermediate between that experienced by



Table 1

Characteristics of study participants at baseline

Variable Controls, n 5 164 MCI, n 5 258 AD, n 5 103 P value* Post hoc

Age, mean (SD) 76.03 (5.22) 74.48 (7.25) 75.11 (7.35) .069 C . My

Female, % 48.8 35.7 45.6 .019 C A . Mz

Caucasian, % 92.7 92.6 94.2 .149 –

Education, mean (SD) 16.02 (2.88) 15.67 (2.94) 14.98 (3.29) .022 C M . A

On anti-dementia medication, % 0.0 48.1 92.2 .001 A . M . Cz

MMSE, mean (SD) 29.16 (0.96) 27.08 (1.79) 23.54 (1.99) .001 C . M . A

CDR-global, %

0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 .001 A . M . Cx

0.5 0.0 100.0 48.5

1.0 0.0 0.0 51.5

APOE 34, % 26.8 56.2 66.0 .001 C , M Az

{VBR, mean (SD) 3.65 (1.91) 4.55 (1.91) 5.15 (1.90) .001 A . M . C
{FAQ, mean (SD) 0.15 (4.32) 3.95 (4.30) 12.82 (4.28) .001 A . M . C

Abbreviations: MCI, mild cognitive impairment; AD, Alzheimer disease; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; CDR, Clinical Dementia Rating scale;

APOE, apolipoprotein E; VBR, ventricle-to-brain ratio; FAQ, Pfeffer Functional Activities Questionnaire.

C . M 5 control mean greater than MCI mean; C A . M 5 control and AD counts greater than MCI count; C M . A 5 control and MCI mean greater than AD

mean; A . M . C 5 AD mean (count) greater than MCI and control means (counts), and MCI mean (count) greater than control mean (count); C , M A 5

control count less than MCI and AD counts; C . M . A 5 control mean greater than MCI and AD means, and MCI mean greater than AD mean.

*P value for omnibus test of group differences.
yThough the omnibus test for group differences in age was only marginally significant, we nonetheless conducted post hoc tests to further probe the omnibus

finding because of the centrality of age in studies of dementia.
z‘‘Female,’’ ‘‘on anti-dementia medication,’’ and ‘‘APOE 34’’ are dichotomous variables. Therefore, these are subsequent 2 ! 2 chi square or Fisher’s exact

tests, not pairwise comparisons.
x‘‘CDR–global’’ is a categorical variable. Therefore, these are subsequent 2 ! 3 Fisher’s exact tests, not pairwise comparisons.
{Adjusted for age, gender, and education.
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controls and mild AD patients. An exploratory random ef-

fects analysis, controlling for age, baseline FAQ, and their in-

teractions with time, was conducted to investigate potential

differences in rate of change in FAQ between the 82 MCI pa-

tients who progressed to mild AD and the 176 patients who

remained stable. This analysis revealed that the ‘‘converter

MCI’’ group had a steeper rate of functional decline com-

pared to the ‘‘stable MCI’’ group (Conversion*time estimate

5 2.03, SE 5 0.21, P , .001), consistent with the clinical

view that functional degradation is a hallmark feature of AD.
3.4. Effects of VBR and APOE 34 genotype on rate of
functional change in MCI

Table 2 details the results of the analyses that examined

the independent and joint effects of VBR and APOE 34 on

rate of change in FAQ among patients with MCI. Model A

revealed that for each percent increase in VBR, there was

a significant 0.27-point biannual increase in FAQ. Fig. 1 plots

estimated FAQ scores across time for MCI patients whose

VBR scores were at the mean (mean VBR) versus those

whose VBR scores were one standard deviation above the

mean (‘‘11SD VBR’’). Model B revealed that APOE 34 pos-

itive MCI patients experienced a significant 0.57-point bian-

nual increase in FAQ compared with APOE 34 negative

patients. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. Finally, VBR and

APOE 34 had a multiplicative effect on rate of change in

FAQ as indicated by the APOE 34*VBR*time term in Model

C. Specifically, the effect of VBR on rate of change in FAQ

was nonsignificant among APOE 34 negative patients (see
VBR*time term in Model C), whereas it was significant

among APOE 34 positive patients (estimate 5 0.41, SE 5

0.09, P , .001; not shown in Table 2). Fig. 3 displays esti-

mated FAQ scores across time for four mutually exclusive

groups of MCI patients: (i) those who were APOE 34 nega-

tive and had the mean VBR, (ii) those who were APOE 34

negative and had VBR scores that were 1 SD above the

mean, (iii) those who were APOE 34 positive and had the

mean VBR, and (iv) those who were APOE 34 positive and

had VBR scores that were 1 SD above the mean. Consistent

with our hypothesis, these change trajectories revealed that

functional decline was fastest for the last group, that is, those

patients who had increased VBR and possessed one or more

copies of the APOE 34 allele.
4. Discussion

Progressive decline in the ability to perform everyday ac-

tivities is a core feature of AD and related dementias [34].

Consistent with its characterization as a prodrome for AD

and other dementias [7], older adults with MCI exhibit detect-

able restrictions in daily function which, in turn, predict pro-

gression to AD [17,18]. However, little is known about the

AD-associated biomarkers that predispose patients with

MCI to functional impairment. In this study, we examined

two conceptually plausible candidates—whole brain atrophy

and APOE 34 genotype. Our overarching aim was to delin-

eate the functional significance of increased whole brain atro-

phy and APOE 34 positivity in MCI. This is the first study to

undertake such an investigation.



Table 2

Independent and joint effects of VBR and APOE 34 genotype on trajectories

of functional change in MCI

Effect Estimate Standard error P

VBR

Time* 1.71 1.40 .225

VBR 20.08 0.13 .546

VBR*timey 0.27 0.07 .001

APOE 34

Time* 20.04 1.13 .973

APOE 34 20.02 0.45 .961

APOE 34*timez 0.57 0.22 .009

VBR and APOE 34

Time* 1.01 1.38 .467

APOE 34 20.39 0.48 .425

VBR 0.21 0.17 .215

APOE 34*VBR 20.60 0.23 .010

VBR*timex 0.13 0.08 .122

APOE 34*time{ 0.59 0.24 .014

APOE 34*VBR*time** 0.28 0.11 .016

NOTE. Model adjusted for age, baseline FAQ, and their respective inter-

actions with time. In addition, analyses were begun at month 6 to further cor-

rect for differences in FAQ at baseline.

Abbreviations: MCI, mild cognitive impairment; VBR, ventricle-to-brain

ration; APOE, apolipoprotein E.

*‘‘Time’’ is the estimated biannual rate of change in FAQ for the reference

group (Model A: MCI patients with mean VBR; Model B: MCI patients who

are APOE 34 negative; Model C: MCI patients who are APOE 34 negative

and have the mean VBR).
y‘‘VBR*time’’ in Model A is the estimated differential in biannual in-

crease (i.e., worsening) in FAQ for each percent increase in VBR.
z‘‘APOE 34*time’’ in Model B indicates the estimated differential in bian-

nual increase (i.e., worsening) in FAQ for MCI patients who are APOE 34

positive relative to those who are APOE 34 negative.
x‘‘VBR*time’’ in Model C reflects the estimated differential in biannual

increase (i.e., worsening) in FAQ for each percent increase in VBR among

MCI patients who are APOE 34 negative.
{‘‘APOE 34*time’’ in Model C is the estimated differential in biannual in-

crease (i.e., worsening) in FAQ due to being APOE 34 positive among MCI

patients who have the mean VBR.

**The estimated differential in biannual increase (i.e., worsening) in FAQ

for MCI patients who are APOE 34 positive and have a percent increase in

VBR relative to those who are APOE 34 negative and have the mean VBR

is given by the sum of the parameter estimates for ‘‘VBR*time,’’ ‘‘APOE
34*time,’’ and ‘‘APOE 34*VBR*time’’.

Fig. 1. Increased VBR is associated with faster rate of functional decline in

mild cognitive impairment (MCI). Analysis was begun at month 6, with

baseline Functional Activities Questionnaire (FAQ) treated as a covariate.

Therefore, at baseline, all MCI patients were assigned an FAQ score of

3.95—the group mean at that assessment point. This is represented by the

leading dashes in each line. (VBR, ventricle-to-brain ratio).

Fig. 2. APOE 34 positivity is associated with steeper rate of functional de-

cline in MCI. Analysis was begun at month 6, with baseline FAQ treated

as a covariate. Therefore, at baseline, all MCI patients were assigned an

FAQ score of 3.95—the group mean at that assessment point. This is repre-

sented by the leading dashes in each line.
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Our analysis of differences in rates of decline in FAQ as

a function of diagnostic status revealed that, relative to con-

trols, patients with MCI experienced an additional 1.22-point

biannual deterioration in function, whereas patients with mild

AD experienced an additional 2-point worsening. The

observed trajectories are in accord with reports from prior

investigations [4,17,35]. Furthermore, MCI patients who

progressed to mild AD exhibited a faster rate of decline in

FAQ compared with those who remained stable. Although

the FAQ is a relatively coarse measure of daily function, the

finding that it reliably distinguishes functional trajectories

across the AD spectrum suggests that it is a valid measure

of functional abilities in MCI, and is sensitive to change

over time.

When examined independently, increased VBR and

APOE 34 positivity were each associated with a faster rate
of decline in FAQ. When examined jointly, we found an in-

teractive effect—the impact of VBR on rate of change in

FAQ was three times (0.41/0.13) as large among APOE 34

positive patients as among APOE 34 negative patients. Over-

all, patients who had elevated VBR and were APOE 34 pos-

itive experienced the most precipitous decline in function.

This indicates that brain atrophy and APOE 34 positivity

have a synergistic relationship with regard to everyday func-

tioning in MCI.

In addition to the characteristic accumulation of amyloid

plaques and neurofibrillary tangles, disease progression in

AD also results in the systematic and widespread loss of

neurons and synapses [36]. Neuroimaging permits the surro-

gate visualization and quantification of this cell loss through

indices of brain atrophy, such as VBR [37]. Because extent

of brain atrophy arguably reflects severity of AD pathology,

it is not surprising that those MCI patients who had



Fig. 3. Synergistic effect of VBR and APOE 34 genotype on rate of func-

tional decline in MCI. Analysis was begun at month 6, with baseline FAQ

treated as a covariate. Therefore, at baseline, all MCI patients were assigned

an FAQ score of 3.95—the group mean at that assessment point. This is rep-

resented by the leading dashes in each line. The heavy solid line represents an

FAQ score of 12.8, the mean FAQ score of the AD patients at baseline.

(VBR, ventricle-to-brain ratio).
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increased VBR also experienced more rapid functional deg-

radation. This conclusion is buttressed by our exploratory

observation that MCI patients who progressed to mild AD

exhibited a more rapid rate of decline in FAQ compared

with those patients who remained stable. The finding that

greater brain atrophy is associated with faster functional de-

cline parallels prior reports of decline in cognitive function

as a result of increased cerebral atrophy [12,20]. Indeed, it

is theoretically plausible that the effect of brain atrophy on

functional decline is mediated by its effect on cognitive

decline [14].

Possession of one or more copies of the APOE 34 allele is

a well-established risk factor for cognitive decline even

among healthy older adults [38], and for the development

of AD [19], though it has been shown to be neither necessary

nor sufficient for the latter [39]. The precise mechanisms by

which APOE 34 affects cognitive function or risk of AD is

unclear. Possible explanations include its role in amyloid ag-

gregation, fibrillization, and clearance [40], in neurofibrillary

tangle formation [41], in regulation of the brain’s vasculature

[42], in the metabolism of lipids [40], and in the modulation

of other risk factors [43]. The association we found between

APOE 34 and rate of functional decline, as well as APOE 34’s

modulatory effect on the relationship between VBR and

functional decline, is likely due to APOE 34’s involvement

in these biological processes. Even so, we note that prior at-

tempts to link APOE 34 to functional decline in the elderly

have yielded inconsistent results, likely due to methodologi-

cal variations [44].

The findings from this study have important clinical im-

plications. With the ongoing race to develop disease-
modifying drugs for AD, it has become critical to identify

markers for monitoring disease progression and response

to treatment [45]. Several studies have posited cerebral atro-

phy (whether of specific structures, of the whole brain, or

simply as ventricular enlargement) as one such marker

[28,37,46]. However, attention has been drawn to a need

for these markers to be related not only to the underlying

pathological process but, perhaps more importantly, to

clinically meaningful outcomes [45]. The findings from

this study suggest that VBR may be considered a bone fide

marker because it is associated with functional abilities, in

addition to cognitive performance [29–31]. Similarly, the

ability to prevent, decelerate, or reverse limitations in

complex daily activities could be a target outcome for MCI

treatment studies [47].

This study demonstrated that cerebral atrophy and APOE
34 status have prognostic value with respect to decline in ev-

eryday function, and that such functional degradation is more

precipitous among patients who experience increased brain

atrophy in the context of being APOE 34 positive. Because

progressive functional decline is a signature of AD, this

study’s findings suggest that MCI patients who have in-

creased brain atrophy and are APOE 34 positive may be at el-

evated risk of progressing to AD. Indeed, if one considers an

FAQ score of 12.8 (the mean FAQ score of the AD patients at

baseline), the threshold for progression to AD, the trajectories

displayed in Fig. 3 suggests that APOE 34 negative patients

(whether with normal or elevated VBR) do not attain this

threshold within the 36-month duration of the study; APOE
34 positive patients with normal VBR attain this cutoff be-

tween 30 and 36 months; and APOE 34 positive patients

with elevated VBR reach this cutoff about 1 year earlier, be-

tween 18 and 24 months. This is potentially useful informa-

tion for clinicians, patients, and their families with respect to

long-term planning. In addition, identifying the class of MCI

patients at increased risk for functional change may enable

timely implementation of interventions to compress such

changes, thereby improving quality of life for both patients

and caregivers [4,15,16].

A possible limitation of this study is the use of an

informant-report instrument in assessing everyday function-

ing. Although easy to obtain, report-based information is

susceptible to biases such as those due to erroneous recall,

social desirability, and the cognitive/psychological state of

the reporter. In addition, FAQ’s relatively gross rating scale

and generic nature may be considered as limitations. Even

so, as noted earlier, its ability to clearly distinguish the func-

tional trajectories of control, MCI, and mild AD participants

validates its use in MCI, especially in large-scale studies

where the use of more elaborate functional measures may

be logistically constrained. A common criticism of cerebral

atrophy measures based on ventricular volume is that

ventricular expansion could occur as a result of nondegener-

ative factors, such as altered cerebrospinal fluid dynamics,

chronic alcohol abuse, cardiovascular diseases, and treat-

ment with diuretics [48]. These confounds were likely
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excluded through ADNI’s study entry criteria. Furthermore,

though elevated VBR admittedly may be the result of ven-

tricular expansion, brain tissue loss, or both, ‘‘in the ex vacuo
state enlarged ventricular space occurs only in proportion to

dissolute brain parenchyma’’ [31]. Thus, VBR veritably cap-

tures the extent of cerebral atrophy. Finally, the MCI patients

in this study were of the amnestic variety. As such, it is not

known whether our findings would replicate within nonam-

nestic MCI samples.

In summary, this study is the first to demonstrate that ce-

rebral atrophy and APOE 34 genotype have prognostic utility

with regard to rate of functional decline among patients with

MCI, and that their effects may be synergistic. Even so, it is

important to highlight that a very recent study [49] found that

the age of onset of sporadic AD was not necessarily a function

of possession of R1 copies of the APOE 34 allele. Rather,

age of onset was influenced by possession of the longer forms

of the polymorphic poly-T variant, rs10524523, in the trans-

locase of the mitochondrial membrane 40 (TOMM40) homo-

log gene that is located in the same region of linkage

disequilibrium as APOE. This finding was particularly robust

among persons who were APOE 33/34. It would be of great

interest to determine whether TOMM rs10524523 poly-T

length influences rate of prospective cognitive and functional

decline in MCI to a greater extent than mere APOE carrier-

ship, especially among persons who are APOE 33/34. An-

other avenue for future research is identifying VBR

thresholds that have maximum power for predicting func-

tional decline in MCI. Such thresholds may simultaneously

serve in identifying MCI patients who are most likely to

progress to AD, for enrollment in clinical trials. Finally, it

would be informative to determine whether measures of re-

gional atrophy (e.g., of medial temporal structures) are

more sensitive to change in everyday function relative to

the VBR and other measures of whole brain atrophy.
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